Indian Ocean Experiment: An integrated analysis of the climate forcing and effects of the great Indo-Asian haze


Abstract. Every year, from December to April, anthropogenic haze spreads over most of the North Indian Ocean, and South and Southeast Asia. The Indian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX) documented this Indo-Asian haze at scales ranging from individual particles to its contribution to the regional climate forcing. This study integrates the multiplatform observations (satellites, aircraft, ships, surface stations, and balloons) with one- and four-dimensional models to derive the regional aerosol forcing resulting from the direct, the semidirect and the two indirect effects. The haze particles consisted of several inorganic and carbonaceous species, including absorbing black carbon clusters, fly ash, and mineral dust. The most striking result was the large loading of aerosols over most of the South Asian region and the North Indian Ocean. The January to March 1999 visible optical depths were about 0.5 over most of the continent and reached values as large as 0.2 over the equatorial Indian ocean due to long-range transport. The aerosol layer extended as high as 3 km. Black carbon contributed about 14% to the fine particle mass and 11% to the visible optical depth. The single-scattering albedo estimated by several independent methods was consistently around 0.9 both inland and over the open ocean. Anthropogenic sources contributed as much as 80% (±10%) to the aerosol loading and the optical depth. The in situ data, which clearly support the existence of the first indirect effect (increased aerosol concentration producing more cloud drops with smaller effective radii), are used to develop a composite indirect effect scheme. The Indo-Asian aerosols impact the radiative forcing through a complex set of heating (positive forcing) and cooling (negative forcing) processes. Clouds and black carbon emerge as the major players. The dominant factor, however, is the large negative forcing ($-20 ± 4 \, \text{W m}^{-2}$) at the surface and the comparably large atmospheric heating. Regionally, the absorbing haze decreased the surface solar radiation by an amount comparable to 50% of the total ocean heat flux and nearly doubled the lower tropospheric solar heating. We demonstrate with a general circulation model how this additional heating significantly perturbs the tropical rainfall patterns and the hydrological cycle with implications to global climate.
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1. Introduction

It is now well documented [e.g., Langner and Rodhe, 1991; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 1995; Schwartz, 1996] that anthropogenic activities have increased atmospheric aerosol concentrations. Both fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning [Andreae and Crutzen, 1997] contribute to aerosol production, by emitting primary aerosol particles (e.g., fly ash, dust, and black carbon) and aerosol precursor gases (e.g., SO₂, NOₓ, and volatile organic compounds) which form secondary aerosol particles through gas-to-particle conversion. Secondary aerosols also have biogenic sources (dimethyl sulfide from marine biota and nonmethane hydrocarbons from terrestrial vegetation). The secondary particles formed are categorized as inorganic (e.g., sulfates, nitrates, ammonia) or organic (e.g., condensed volatile organics). The combination of organics and black carbon aerosols are also referred to as carbonaceous aerosols. Aerosols exist in the atmosphere in a variety of hybrid structures: externally mixed, internally mixed, coated particles or most likely a combination of all of the above. Our primary interest in this paper is on the climate forcing of aerosols, which is defined first. A change in radiative fluxes (be it at the surface or the top-of-the-atmosphere) due to aerosols is referred to as aerosol radiative forcing and that due to anthropogenic aerosols is referred to as anthropogenic aerosol forcing; and the difference between the two forcing terms is due to natural aerosols. Anthropogenic aerosols can modify the climate forcing directly by altering the radiative heating of the planet [Coakley and Cess, 1985; Charlson et al., 1991], indirectly by altering cloud properties [Twomey, 1977; Albrecht, 1989; Rosenfeld, 2000], and semi-directly by evaporating the clouds [Hansen et al., 1997; Kiehl et al., 1999; Ackerman et al., 2000].

Aerosols scatter solar radiation back to space, thus enhancing the planetary albedo and exerting a negative (cooling) climate forcing. Models estimate that the direct cooling effect of anthropogenic sulfate aerosols [e.g., Charlson et al., 1992; Kiehl and Briegleb, 1993] may have offset as much as 25% of the greenhouse forcing. Recently, the inclusion of other aerosols (e.g., organics, black carbon, and dust) have shown that the problem is considerably more complex and more important [e.g., Penner et al., 1992; IPCC, 1995]. Absorbing aerosols such as black carbon can even change the sign of the forcing from negative to positive [e.g., Haywood and Shine, 1997; Heintzenberg et al., 1997; Liao and Seinfeld, 1998; Haywood and Ramanathan, 1998]. Observational studies have documented the importance of absorbing aerosols even in remote oceanic regions [e.g., Posfai et al., 1999]. There is now a substantial amount of literature on absorbing aerosols [Grassl, 1975; Clarke and Charlson, 1985; Penner et al., 1992; Chylek and Wong, 1995; Hobbs et al., 1997; Novakov et al., 1997; Heintzenberg et al., 1997; Kaufman and Fraser, 1997; Hobbs, 1999].

Aerosols also influence the longwave radiation [e.g., Lubin et al., 1996], but the longwave forcing is much smaller than the solar forcing. The longwave forcing of INDOEX aerosols is included in this study.

Aerosols influence the forcing indirectly by altering cloud optical properties, cloud water content, and lifetime. We begin with the first indirect effect, the so-called “Twomey effect” [Twomey, 1977], which arises because of the fundamental role of aerosols in nucleating cloud drops. An increase in aerosol number concentration can nucleate more cloud drops, make the clouds brighter [Twomey, 1977] and exert a negative forcing. If the available water vapor source is unaltered, the increase in the number of cloud drops will lead to a decrease in the drop size by inhibiting the formation of larger drizzle size drops. The suppression of larger drops can decrease precipitation (drizzle in the case of low clouds) thus increasing cloud lifetime and/or cloud water content, both of which can enhance cloud albedo. This second indirect effect has been observed in a limited set of aircraft studies [Albrecht, 1989] and with satellite studies [Rosenfeld, 2000]. The global magnitude of the indirect effect is highly uncertain, but can be large enough to offset a large fraction of the entire greenhouse forcing [IPCC, 1995].

More recently, model studies [Hansen et al., 1997; Kiehl et al., 1999; Ackerman et al., 2000] have indicated that the solar heating by absorbing aerosols (biomass burning or fossil fuel combustion related soot) can evaporate low clouds (e.g., stratocumulus and trade cumulus); the resulting decrease in cloud cover and albedo can lead to a net warming whose magnitude can exceed the cooling from the direct effect [Ackerman et al., 2000].

The climate forcing due to aerosols is poorly characterized in climate models, in part due to the lack of a comprehensive global database of aerosol concentrations, chemical composition and optical properties. The uncertain role of aerosols in climate is one of the major sources of uncertainties in simulations of past and future climates. A primary goal of INDOEX [Ramanathan et al., 1995, 1996] is to quantify the direct and the indirect aerosol forcing from observations. This paper addresses the climate effects of the haze over the Indian Ocean and South and Southeast Asia (hereafter referred to as the Indo-Asian haze). The following aerosol field experiments preceded INDOEX.

The overall goals of the Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE 1) [Bates et al., 1998] and (ACE 2) [Raes et al., 2000] are to reduce the uncertainty in the calculation of climate forcing by aerosols and to understand the multiphase atmospheric chemical system sufficiently to be able to provide a prognostic analysis of future radiative forcing and climate response [Bates et al., 1998]. ACE 1 took place in the minimally polluted Southern Hemisphere marine atmosphere, and ACE 2 took place over the subtropical northeast Atlantic [Raes et al., 2000].

Smoke, Clouds, Aerosols, Radiation-Brazil (SCAR-B) [Kaufman et al., 1998], a comprehensive field project to study biomass burning, smoke, aerosol and trace gases and their climatic effects, took place in the Brazilian Amazon and cerrado regions during 1995.

The Tropospheric Aerosol Radiative Forcing Observational Experiment (TARFOX) [Russell et al., 1999] was designed to reduce the uncertainty in predicting climate change due to aerosol effects and took place over the United States eastern seaboard during 1996 [Hobbs, 1999; Russell et al., 1999].

INDOEX gathered data on aerosols and tropospheric ozone chemistry over the tropical Indian Ocean. The primary aerosol-related objectives of INDOEX are to estimate the direct and the indirect forcing of aerosols on climatologically significant timescales and space scales; link the forcing with the chemical and microphysical composition of the aerosols; and evaluate climate model estimates of aerosol forcing. This paper describes the major findings that resulted from the aerosol objectives. The results presented here are for a heavily polluted and a poorly understood region of the planet. It establishes the Indo-Asian haze as an important phenomenon with...
global climate implications. The added significance is that this oceanic region borders on rapidly developing, heavily populated nations with the potential for large increases in the future.

The INDOEX observations were made over the tropical Indian Ocean during the Northern Hemisphere dry monsoon (December to April). Since 1996, an international group of scientists has been collecting aerosol, chemical and radiation data from ships, satellites and surface stations [e.g., Krishnamurti et al., 1998; Jayaraman et al., 1998], which culminated in a major field experiment with five aircraft, two ships, several satellites and numerous surface observations conducted during January through March, 1999 (Plates 1a and 1b). In addition to these platforms, the European Meteorological Satellite Organization moved the geostationary satellite, METEOSAT-5, over the Indian Ocean to support the INDOEX campaign. The first field phase (FFP) took place during February and March 1998, and the intensive field phase (IFP) took place from January through March 1999.

The tropical Indian Ocean provides an ideal and unique natural laboratory to study the role of anthropogenic aerosols in climate change. This is probably the only region in the world where an intense source of anthropogenic aerosols, trace gases and their reaction products (e.g., ozone) lies juxtaposed to the pristine air of the Southern Hemisphere [Ramanathan et al., 1996; Krishnamurti et al., 1998]. The polluted and pristine air are connected by a cross equatorial monsoonal flow into the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which, during INDOEX, was located between the equator and about 12°S. The monsoonal flow from the northeast to the southwest (Plate 2b) brings dry continental air over the ocean which leads to a low level temperature inversion, mostly clear skies with pollutants to accumulate and spread on an ocean basin scale.

The results and analyses presented in this paper are unique in many respects. It integrates observations taken simultaneously from several platforms (Plates 1a and 1b): top-of-the-atmosphere data collected by several satellites; in situ data from the Hercules C-130 and the Citation aircraft; surface and atmosphere data collected by several satellites; in situ data simultaneously from several platforms (Plates 1a and 1b): top-of-the-scale.

The monsoonal flow from the northeast to the southwest (Plate 2b) brings dry continental air over the ocean which leads to a low level temperature inversion, mostly clear skies with trade cumulus clouds (see the dark and light blue shaded regions in Plate 2a) and minimal rain, all of which enable the haze laden pollutants to accumulate and spread on an ocean basin scale.

The results and analyses presented in this paper are unique in many respects. It integrates observations taken simultaneously from several platforms (Plates 1a and 1b): top-of-the-atmosphere data collected by several satellites; in situ data from the Hercules C-130 and the Citation aircraft; surface and column data from the R/V Ron Brown and the R/V Sagar Kanya; surface and column data from the Kaashidhoo Climate Observatory (KCO) at 4.97°N, 73.5°E, in the Republic of the Maldives; remotely measured data from a multiwavelength-lidar station at Male (4.18°N, 73.52°E) in the Republic of the Maldives; and the INDOEX French stations at Goa (15.45°N, 78.3°E) and Dharwad (15.4°N, 75.98°E). These data are integrated with a Monte Carlo Aerosol-Cloud Radiation (MACR) model, satellite-derived aerosol regional distribution over the ocean and a four-dimensional aerosol assimilation model for the land regions [Collins et al., 2001]. The direct forcing under clear skies has been documented by Satheesh and Ramanathan [2000] for the KCO location and by Rajeev and Ramanathan [2001] for the entire tropical Indian Ocean. This paper takes on the more challenging topics dealing with the direct forcing in cloudy skies and the indirect forcing. This paper focuses on the IFP period of January–March 1999. However, the conclusions of this INDOEX study should be applicable to other years as well. For example, analyses of satellite data for 1996 to 2000 [Takahk, 2001] reveal that the seasonally (January–March) and the spatially averaged (0° to 30°N) aerosol optical depths for these 5 years vary by less than 10% of the 1999 value shown here.

2. Integration of Field Observations With Satellites and Models

A schematic of the integration scheme is shown in Plate 3. The platforms (Plates 1a and 1b) were designed to accomplish two distinctively different objectives: process or “closure studies” and “gradient studies.” Focusing on the C-130 flight tracks shown in Plate 1b and 2b, flights for the process studies were directed from Male toward the northern Arabian Sea to understand the composition of aerosols and other gaseous pollutants close to their sources; process flights were also undertaken southwest from Male to understand the aerosol composition far away from the source regions. Next, long transequatorial flights (“gradient flights”) from Male to about 10°S were undertaken to estimate the horizontal gradient of aerosol concentration, aerosol composition, radiation fluxes, cloud condensation nuclei and drop concentration. In view of the significant daily and seasonal variability in aerosol concentrations, we need continuous measurements through the year. For this purpose, during 1998, we established KCO on the island of Kaashidhoo, in the Republic of the Maldives, about 500 km away from the nearest mainland, the Indian subcontinent. The population of the island is about 1600 and is free from anthropogenic activities such as industry or automobile transport. The observatory is located on the northeast tip of the island so that the local pollution, e.g., biomass burning on the island, is naturally restricted at the observatory since the synoptic-scale winds are mostly from the northeast during the period of interest.

In the remainder of this section we summarize the process (closure) studies, we introduce MACR, which was developed in part based on the process study philosophy, we then review the gradient studies, and finally review how MACR will be used to determine the direct and the first indirect radiative forcing.

Near-continuous measurements were maintained at KCO for aerosol chemical composition, size distribution, spectral optical depths, vertical distribution of aerosol extinction coefficient (by multispectral Lidar), cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) spectra and radiation fluxes. These data were used to link aerosol optical depth and direct aerosol forcing with aerosol chemical composition and microphysical properties; link aerosol concentration with CCN for a wide variety of low and heavily polluted conditions; and develop an aerosol optical model that agrees with surface measurements of scattering, absorbing coefficients and aerosol humidity growth factors. Aircraft data were then used to get a better representation of the vertical distribution of aerosol composition, CCN and microphysical properties. These data were then incorporated in MACR to obtain the forcing on regional scales.

MACR uses measurements of physical and chemical properties of aerosols as input and estimates radiation fluxes for three-dimensional broken cloud systems with a realistic distribution of atmospheric gases and aerosol species. The cloud parameters, such as cloud base and top heights, are obtained from the C-130, and cloud optical depth is calculated as described in section 8 and Appendix A. The trade cumulus clouds
Plate 1. (a) The plate displays two separate but related pieces of information. First is the INDOEX cube showing the various observing platforms, which included satellites, aircraft, ships, balloons, dropsondes, and surface stations at Maldives and India. The three photographs show the pictures of the dense haze in the Arabian Sea, the trade cumuli imbedded in the haze, and the pristine southern Indian Ocean. (b) This illustration of the INDOEX composite observing system shows the domains of the various platforms. Geostationary satellites (METEOSAT-5 and INSAT) and polar orbiters (NOAA 14, 15, and ScaRaB) provide synoptic views of the entire study region. The C-130, the Citation, and the Mystère fly from Hululé in the Maldives, while the Geophysica and the Falcon depart from the Seychelles. These aircraft perform north-south flights from about 10°N to 17°S and east-west flights from about 75°E to 55°E measuring solar radiation fluxes, aerosol properties and distribution, cloud microphysics, chemical species, and water vapor vertical distribution. The ocean research vessels Ronald H. Brown and Sagar Kanya travel between Goa, Malé, La Réunion, and Mauritius transecting the intertropical convergence zone and sampling surface solar radiation, aerosol absorption and scattering, chemical species, ozone, winds, and water vapor vertical distribution. The Sagar Kanya also sails in the source region along the western coast of India. Surface stations in India (including Mount Abu, Pune, and Trivandrum), the Maldives (Kaashidhoo Climate Observatory), Mauritius, and La Réunion measure chemical and physical properties of aerosols, solar radiation, ozone, and trace gases. Closely related to surface platforms, constant level balloons are flown from Goa to track low-level airflow from the subcontinent and measure air pressure, temperature, and humidity.
Plate 1. (continued)
prevalent in this region have horizontal scales of few hundred meters to few kilometers, which we account for through the Monte Carlo radiative transfer modeling [Podgorny et al., 2000]. We use fractal broken cloud scenes to simulate cloud fractions between 0 (clear sky) and 1.0 (overcast sky). The cloud fractions are retrieved once every 30 min from the METEOSAT Infrared (IR) brightness temperature data. MACR adopts three types of sky conditions, specifically, clear

Plate 2. (a) Illustrates the total cloud amounts for January–March 1999 in percent cover over the tropical Indian Ocean. Cloud amount was retrieved from METEOSAT-5 satellite radiances provided by the European Meteorological Satellite Organization (EUMETSAT). The retrieval scheme allows the determination of low clouds, cirrus, cumulus, and anvils. The band of near-overcast cloudiness represents the approximate location of the ITCZ. The orange line represents the track of the R/V Sagar Kanya during February and March. The color lines (dark blue, brown, and red) represent the cruise track of R/V Ron Brown during late February through the end of March. The green arrow illustrates the location of the Kaashidhoo Climate Observatory. (b) Illustrates the northeasterly to southwesterly monsoonal flow during February 1999 and the low-level cloud amounts. Surface wind data for February were obtained from the National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research Reanalysis Project. The color lines on the map represent the flight paths of the C-130.
skies, low clouds (including cirrus), and convective clouds including anvils.

MACR treats each aerosol species explicitly by using the corresponding phase functions and single-scattering albedos for individual species [Satheesh et al., 1999]. The model also accounts for all multiple scattering and absorption by individual aerosol species, air molecules and reflections from the surface. The solar bands from 0.2 to 4.0 μm are divided into 25 narrow bands. Hygroscopic aerosol species (all species except soot, dust and ash) are allowed to grow with relative humidity [Hegg et al., 1993; Nemesure et al., 1995] using radiosonde profiles of water vapor (launched from KCO). The modeled change in aerosol scattering due to growth with relative humidity is compared with observed values in section 6. MACR also accounts for the corresponding changes in scattering phase function. A more detailed description of MACR is given by Satheesh et al. [1999] and Podgorny et al. [2000].

MACR was used in two modes: First, it was used to retrieve aerosol optical depths from satellite data, thus extending in situ data to regional scales. Second, it was used in conjunction with satellite low-cloud data to obtain the regional direct and indirect forcing. For the indirect effect the KCO data were combined with the C-130 data to derive a composite indirect effect scheme (described in Appendix A) that relates CCN, effective supersaturation and effective cloud drop radius with aerosol number density. In order to obtain regional forcing values as a function of longitude and latitude from these point source estimates, we use the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) data collected from the polar orbiting NOAA satellite to retrieve aerosol optical depths (AODs), and the METEOSAT data for cloud fraction.

The long transequatorial flights of the C-130 (Plate 2b) and the cruise by the R/V Ron Brown (Plate 2a) established the sharp north-south gradients in aerosols, CCN and aerosol

**Plate 3.** A schematic of the data integration scheme. Central to the integration scheme is the MACR model. The direct forcing in clear skies is obtained directly from observations at KCO, C-130, and the Clouds and Earth Radiation Exchange System (CERES) radiation budget instrument on board the Tropical Rainfall Mapping Mission (TRMM) satellite. The aerosol-chemical-microphysical components of MACR are developed from observations from KCO, the lidar in Male, the R/V Ron Brown, the C-130, and the Citation. The dependence of cloud optical properties on aerosol concentration (the so-called first indirect effect) is incorporated in MACR based on the C-130, the KCO, and the R/V Sagar Kanya observations. The regional distribution of the forcing is obtained by integrating satellite-retrieved aerosol optical depths and cloud fraction with MACR. The resulting aerosol forcing is inserted in the NCAR-CCM3 to obtain climate impacts.
chemical composition. These gradients were used to evaluate the prediction of models for the composite indirect effect scheme. These transequatorial gradient data were also used to estimate the anthropogenic contribution to the aerosol forcing.

The steps for estimating clear-sky direct forcing by aerosols have been documented extensively in the open literature [Satheesh et al., 1999, hereafter referred to as S99; Rajeev et al., 2000; Conant, 2000; Collins et al., 2001; Rajeev and Ramanathan, 2001] and are briefly summarized below. We adopt the following convention with respect to aerosol optical depths: \( \tau_a \) refers to aerosol optical depths at 0.5 \( \mu m \); and \( \tau_v \) refers to the aerosol optical depth at 0.63 \( \mu m \).

**Plate 4.** The latitudinal variation of \( \tau_v \) (0.5 \( \mu m \)) measured by the Indian research vessel Sagar Kanya during 1996 to 1999. The multiwavelength Sun photometer used for this data is described by Jayaraman et al. [1998]. The precision of the measurement is ±0.03 or 20%, whichever is smaller. Each color represents a different year.

**Plate 5.** The regional map of aerosol visible optical depth \( \tau_v \). The \( \tau_v \) values over ocean are retrieved from AVHRR data [Rajeev et al., 2000] and over land are estimated using a 4-D assimilation model [Collins et al., 2001]. The figure illustrates the north-south gradient in \( \tau_v \) with values around 0.5 around the coast and less than about 0.1 south of the equator. As described by Rajeev and Ramanathan [2001], the standard error of the seasonal averages shown in this plate is about ±0.02 or 15%, whichever is greater.
1. The in situ data for size-resolved aerosol chemical composition; microphysics and vertical profile were used to develop an aerosol microphysical model (S99). The single-scattering albedo and the spectral variation in the column aerosol optical depth (AOD) simulated by this model were verified with multiwavelength Sun photometer measurements of AOD at KCO.

2. The aerosol model was employed in MACR to simulate the solar radiation fluxes, which were validated with radiometric measurements deployed at the surface at KCO and the TRMM satellite.

3. The MACR aerosol model was used to retrieve aerosol visible optical depth $\tau_v$ from satellite radiances in the 0.63 $\mu$m region. We use 0.63 $\mu$m region since this is the central wavelength of the satellite radiance used for retrieving the optical depth. It should be noted that $\tau_v \approx 1.30 \tau_a$.

4. The retrieved $\tau_v$ was validated with $\tau_v$ measured by Sun photometers deployed at the surface and aboard ships [Rajeev et al., 2000]. Steps 1–4 yielded $\tau_v$, only over the ocean since the surface reflectivities needed in the radiation retrieval models are not well known for land surfaces.

5. For land a four-dimensional (4-D) global aerosol assimilation model developed especially for INDOEX [Collins et al., 2001] was used. This model initializes daily values of satellite-retrieved $\tau_v$ for the oceans and aerosol surface emission data for land and uses model winds to advect the aerosol horizontally and vertically. The model predictions were extensively evaluated against data collected during the field campaign.

The cloud and aerosol microphysical data taken at KCO and from the C-130 are used to develop a composite scheme for the first indirect effect. This scheme estimates cloud optical depth as a function of aerosol optical depth. The composite scheme is inserted in MACR, in conjunction with the satellite data for cloud cover and aerosol optical depth, to estimate the regional forcing for the first indirect effect. The details are explained in Appendix A. However, INDOEX observations do not include data on the second indirect effect and the semidirect effect. We include these two effects in our forcing estimates using the model study of Ackerman et al. [2000] and Kiehl et al. [2000].

In summary, as depicted in Plate 3, the direct forcing and the first indirect effect are obtained directly from INDOEX observations and are described first in sections 7 and 8, respectively. The model-derived forcing values due to the second indirect effect and the semidirect effect are described in section 9. Section 10 uses these results to summarize the various contributions to the aerosol forcing by anthropogenic sources.

3. Space and Timescales of the Haze

Plate 4 shows 4 years of aerosol visible optical thickness data collected from a multispectral Sun photometer [Jayaraman et al., 1998] on board the R/V Sagar Kanya during the winter months of 1996 to 1999. The optical depth at a wavelength $\lambda$, $\tau_\lambda$, is defined such that the direct solar beam transmitted to the surface decreases to $\exp(-\tau_\lambda/\cos \theta)$ due to aerosol scattering and absorption, where $\theta$ is the solar zenith angle. Thus $\tau_\lambda$ quantifies the optical effect of the aerosol column between the surface and top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) at the wavelength $\lambda$. Plate 4 shows the optical depth at $\lambda = 0.5 \mu$m denoted by $\tau_v$. For each of the 4 years there is a steep latitudinal gradient with $\tau_v$ increasing from about 0.05 near 20$^\circ$S to 0.4 to 0.7 around 15$^\circ$N. Typically, $\tau_v$ of 0.05 to 0.1 is considered to be a background value for pristine air (S99), while $\tau_v$ in excess of 0.2 are indicative of polluted air. The $\tau_v$ frequently exceeded 0.2 north of 5$^\circ$N, in spite of being at least 500 to 1000 km away from major urban regions. The ship data clearly demonstrate the chronic recurrence of the haze. The interannual variability is also large. At KCO, for example, $\tau_v$ during 1999 was more than a factor of 2 greater than in 1998. However, the interannual variability of the spatially averaged $\tau_v$ is much smaller.

Upon integrating the in situ and satellite measurements with the MACR model and the 4-D assimilation model [Collins et al., 2001], we discovered that during the winter months the thick haze layer spreads over most of the northern Indian Ocean (NIO) and over most of the Asian continent (Plate 5). The $\tau_v$ exceeds 0.25 over the eastern Arabian Sea and most of the Bay of Bengal; and exceeds 0.4 over most of South and Southeast Asia. There is a sharp transition to background values between 5$^\circ$S to 8$^\circ$S because of the ITTZ, which restricts interhemispheric transport. The fact that the haze can reach as far south as 5$^\circ$S is also captured in the Transmission Electron Microscope image of particles (Figure 1) from the C-130. The soot particle is shown attached to the aerosol collected at 6.1$^\circ$S, more than 1500 km from the source. The cause of the large-scale spread of the haze is demonstrated from the trajectories of the constant level balloons launched from Goa, India. Seventeen overpressure (constant volume) balloons were launched between January 16 and February 28, 1999. They followed quasi-isopycnic trajectories, except for occasional occurrence of diurnal oscillations in the vertical, due to occasional water loading of the envelope. Their nominal levels were comprised between 960 and 810 hPa. The northeasterly flow was clearly evident in most of the trajectories. Most of the balloons survived the flight to the ITTZ. The travel time across the Arabian Sea to the equator was about 3 to 7 days. Because of the scarcity of rain during the northeast monsoon, the lifetime of the aerosols is of the order of 10 days [IPCC, 1995], and the haze spreads over the whole NIO.

The seasonal cycle of $\tau_v$ is obtained from KCO. The dry monsoon begins around November and initiates the buildup of the haze from the premonsoonal daily mean values of 0.05 to 0.1 to values as high as 0.9 in late March. The same seasonal cycle has been observed over western India by the stations at Goa and Dharwad [Leon et al., this issue]. The transition to the southwest monsoon begins in April after which the pristine Southern Hemisphere air replaces the haze.

4. Chemical, Microphysical, and Optical Properties: Anthropogenic Contribution

4.1. Chemical

Aerosol optical and chemical measurements were performed on board the C-130, the R/V Ronald H. Brown, and from KCO at 5$^\circ$N, 73.5$^\circ$E. At KCO we measured the size distribution and chemical composition of fine particles, collected on filters and cascade impactors [Chowdhury et al., this issue]. The chemical data summarized in Plate 6 are taken from Lelieveld et al. [2001]. The filter analysis shows an average mass concentration of nearly 17 $\mu$g m$^{-3}$ (Plate 6). The aerosol composition was strongly affected by both inorganic and organic pollutants, including black carbon (soot). Very similar results were obtained from boundary layer flights by the C-130 aircraft and from the R/V Brown, indicating that the aerosol composition was quite uniform over the northern Indian Ocean.

The measurements show that the fine aerosol (dry mass at
Diameters \( < 1 \mu m \) was typically composed of 32% sulfate, 26% organic compounds, 14% black carbon (BC), 10% mineral dust, 8% ammonium, 5% fly ash, 2% potassium, 1% sea salt, and trace amounts of methyl sulfonic acid (MSA), nitrate, and minor insoluble species (Plate 6b). The coarse aerosol (dry mass at diameters between 1 and 10 \( \mu m \)), as observed at KCO, typically consisted of 25% sulfate, 11% mineral dust, 19% organic compounds, 12% sea salt, 10% BC, 6% fly ash, and 1% potassium. Interestingly, at KCO the coarse aerosols also contained about 4% nitrate, while farther north, as observed by the C-130 aircraft, this was even 7%, substantially more than the nitrate in the fine aerosols. This suggests that nitric acid from the gas phase preferentially partitions into the coarse particles.

The fine particle (particles smaller than 1 \( \mu m \) diameter) concentrations observed over the Indian Ocean are comparable to urban air pollution in North America and Europe that reduces air quality [Christoforou et al., 2000]. Moreover, the high BC concentration gives the aerosol a strong sunlight absorbing character. The KCO impactor measurements show a dry particle size distribution that peaks at about 0.5 \( \mu m \) physical diameter. In this size range the sulfate aerosol (and associated ammonium) contribute most to the light scattering. The peak BC concentration occurred at 0.3–1.0 \( \mu m \) physical diameter, larger than typically found in cities like Los Angeles (e.g., 0.1–0.2 \( \mu m \) from fresh engine exhaust from Kleeman et al. [2000]; and 0.2–0.4 \( \mu m \) in ambient Los Angeles air from Kleeman et al. [1997]). Mass spectrometric single-particle analysis shows that the BC particles were always mixed with organic compounds and sulfate, indicating substantial chemical aging and accumulation of gas-to-particle conversion products. This may partly arise from the processing by scattered cumulus clouds (i.e., condensation, coalescence, and evaporation of droplets; sulfate formation within BC-containing droplets). The prevalence of such clouds is shown in Plate 2b.

The BC aerosol and the fly ash, as observed during INDOEX, are unquestionably human-produced since natural sources are negligible [Cooke et al., 1999; Novakov et al., 2000]. Likewise, non-sea-salt sulfate can be largely attributed to anthropogenic sources. The filter samples, collected on board the R/V Brown in the clean marine boundary layer south of the ITCZ, reveal a fine aerosol sulfate concentration of about 0.5 \( \mu g \) m\(^{-3}\), probably from the oxidation of naturally emitted dimethyl sulfide. Considering that the sulfate concentration over the northern Indian Ocean was close to 7 \( \mu g \) m\(^{-3}\), we infer an anthropogenic fraction of about 90%. Similarly, the ammonium concentration south of the ITCZ, from natural ocean emissions, was 0.05 \( \mu g \) m\(^{-3}\), indicating an anthropogenic contribution of 97% to the nearly 2 \( \mu g \) m\(^{-3}\) of ammonium observed north of the ITCZ.

![Figure 1. Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) images of aerosols south of the ITCZ (top left), within the ITCZ (top right), and north of the ITCZ (bottom). It can be seen that the soot is associated with sulfate/organic aerosols in the Northern Hemisphere and one is found as far as 6°S. The soot, while it seems to be attached to the surface of the aerosol, may have been ejected to the surface from the core because of the location in the TEM. The location and altitude of the measurement is included in each panel. All the measurements are between approximately 690 and 820 m altitude.](image-url)
It is more difficult to attribute the organic aerosol fraction to a particular source category. However, the BC/total carbon ratio of 0.5, as derived from the filter samples, points to fossil fuel combustion as the main contributor [Novakov et al., 2000]. In the aerosol south of the ITCZ, organic compounds were negligible, whereas over the northern Indian Ocean it was almost 6 µg m$^{-3}$. We thus infer that most (at least 90%) of the particulate organics north of the ITCZ were of anthropogenic origin. INDOEX fine aerosol components of natural origin included a total mass fraction of 1% sea salt and 10% mineral dust. However, some of the mineral aerosol likely originated from road dust and agricultural emissions during the dry monsoon, so that the 10% assumption for the natural dust represents an upper limit. Taken together, the human-produced contribution to the aerosol over the northern Indian Ocean was about 80% (±10%). Note that these aerosol mass fractions, in conjunction with Plate 6b, have been used to perform the optical depth calculations.

The following additional considerations also justify our conclusion that anthropogenic sources contribute a major fraction (80%) to the aerosol loading. The observed BC/total carbon ratio of 0.5 and the sulfate/BC ratio of 2–2.5 are both more typical for fossil fuel derived aerosol than for biomass burning aerosol [Novakov et al., 2000]. The substantial mass fraction of sulfate in the aerosol supports this analysis since SO$_2$ emissions are dominated by fossil fuel use. Important information about aerosol sources is provided by the comparison of potassium (K$^+$, mostly from biomass burning) with sulfate (mostly from fossil fuel combustion). The K$^$/BC ratio in INDOEX aerosol was about 5 times smaller than that typically found in biomass smoke [Novakov et al., 2000]. As concluded by Novakov et al. [2000], fossil fuel related emissions of BC and sulfur are the major contributors (at least 70%) to the aerosols over the Indian Ocean. Fossil fuel related emissions are not very efficiently removed near the sources since it takes several days to convert SO$_2$ into sulfate and BC into hygroscopic particles. Therefore the dry monsoon can carry these compounds across the Indian Ocean where they contribute to light extinction.

**4.2. Optical**

The scattering and absorption of solar radiation by aerosols are governed by the chemical composition, the size distribution, and the number density. The total number of particles varies from about 250 cm$^{-3}$ in the unpolluted southern Indian Ocean (SIO) air to 1500 cm$^{-3}$ or more in polluted NIO air (Plate 7a). Particles of diameters from a few nanometers (nm) to a few micrometers (µm) contribute to the total number density, but those between 0.05 and 2 µm contribute more than 90% to $\tau_a$. The C-130 data (Plate 6b) account for only fine particles, i.e., diameter $D < 1$ µm. The coarse particles ($D > 1$ µm) are primarily sea salt and dust, which contribute more than 30% to the mass but less than 10% to $\tau_a$ since they are too few. In MACR we use surface measurements at KCO to account for the coarse particles.

The chemical composition determines the refractive index, which, in conjunction with solutions of the Maxwell’s equations, yields the scattering and the absorbing cross sections for a single particle of diameter $D$. The calculated light extinction agrees with direct optical measurements both at KCO and on board the C-130 aircraft across the entire measurement domain down to the ITCZ. The results indicate a remarkably large absorption component of the aerosol, yielding a single-scattering albedo at ambient relative humidity of about 0.9 (discussed later in more detail). The contribution of various constituents to the columnar $\tau_a$ is shown in Plate 8 (see S99 for details). The aerosol single-scattering albedo is wavelength-dependent. MACR integrates these solutions with the particle...
size distribution and vertical distribution (Plate 9, to be discussed later) and sums up the contributions from all of the altitudes to obtain Plate 8, which enables us to determine the anthropogenic contribution to the radiative forcing.

The percent contribution shown in Plate 8 differs somewhat from the KCO values shown by S99 since the latter is based on surface data for one location (that too for 1998), whereas the present values integrate surface data with in situ values (C-130 data) and for a much larger domain. The anthropogenic contribution to the column \( \frac{a}{H_{9270}} \) (values are reported here only at 0.5 \( \mu \)m) is about 80% (\( \pm 10\% \)). While the individual contributions are broken down by species (using MACR), the aerosol time-of-flight mass spectrometer data [Coffee et al., 1999] revealed that these species do not occur as separate particles, i.e., as pure sulfate or pure organic aerosols. Instead, substances are mixed within individual particles as imaged in Figure 1 which shows the soot attached to a sulfate and organic aerosol. MACR allows for this by treating two extreme cases: an externally mixed particle in which each substance occurs as a separate particle; and an internally mixed aerosol in which each particle contains a mixture of all the substances. The difference between the two cases was less than 10% in the calculated \( \tau_a \) and the forcing, consistent with earlier findings [S99; Pilinis et al., 1995]. Our confidence in the MACR treatment of the radiative effects of the INDOEX aerosols is derived from the fact that the solar fluxes and the clear-sky direct forcing estimated by MACR is in excellent agreement with the observed values (described in section 6). However, the aerosol mixing state can exert a significant role on the indirect effect.

5. Role of Black Carbon in the Forcing

We highlight the role of black carbon because of its major role in the surface and the atmospheric forcing [Podgorny et al., 2000]. The estimates of aerosol forcing prior to 1990 often used assumptions on the imaginary part of the refractive index due to lack of adequate measurements. From the beginning of this decade, more attention has been devoted to the absorbing aerosols [Penner et al., 1992; Haywood and Shine, 1997; Heinzenberg et al., 1997; Hansen et al., 1997]. The aerosol forcing also depends on the altitude level at which the aerosol is located and whether the aerosol is above or below clouds [e.g., Heinzenberg et al., 1997; Haywood and Shine, 1997]. While the role of absorbing aerosols is enhanced at higher altitudes,
particularly if above clouds, the role of sulfate decreases due to humidity effects [Heintzenberg et al., 1997]. This is where the importance of simultaneous measurements of vertical profiles and absorption properties comes into play.

A key parameter in this regard is the single-scattering albedo (SSA), $\omega = C_s / (C_s + C_a)$, where $C_s$ is the scattering coefficient and $C_a$ is the absorption coefficient. Measured $C_s + C_a$ are shown in Plate 9a for an aerosol layer imbedded in the

Plate 8. Relative contributions of the various chemical species to $\tau_a$ (0.5 $\mu$m). When we account for spatial and temporal variability, the standard error of the mean values is about $\pm 15\%$ (relative error). The size distribution of aerosols shows an effective radius of $\sim 0.34$ $\mu$m. The value of Angstrom coefficient varies from 1.0 to 1.2.

Plate 9. (a) Typical profiles of a “boundary layer aerosol.” The data are for the aerosol extinction coefficient (scattering plus absorption). The C-130 data include only submicron particles, and the lidar includes all particles. This difference contributes in part to the difference between the two profiles; the other causes include spatial gradients in the profiles and instrumental uncertainties. (b) Typical “elevated aerosol layer.” The data are for scattering ($C_s$, blue curve) and absorption coefficients ($C_a$, red curve) measured from the C-130. The $C_s$ is measured with an integrating nephelometer. $C_a$ is measured with a continuous light absorption photometer. Since the C-130 inlet restricts larger particles (diameter $\geq 1$ $\mu$m), the values below 1 km may be uncertain by as much as a factor of 2. Uncertainty in the lidar data is 20% below 2 km and is 30% above 2 km. Uncertainties are greatly reduced when simultaneously measured Sun photometer AODs can be used to constrain the columnar integral of $C_s + C_a$. 
boundary layer, and measured $C_s$ and $C_a$ are shown separately in Plate 9b for an elevated aerosol layer. The boundary layer aerosol profile occurred about 1/3 of the time, and the elevated profile occurred about 2/3 of the time. The coalbedo, $\alpha = (1 - \omega)$, is the basic measure of light absorption. In the visible spectrum, $\alpha$ ranges from about less than 0.01 for pure sulfates to 0.04 for fly ash, 0.2 for dust, and 0.77 for soot. Thus soot, even at 10% of the total fine particle mass, can enhance particle absorption by an order of magnitude. Soot was found in most samples as far south as 6°S (Figure 1). The $\omega$ values, obtained by several independent methods, are summarized in Plate 10 and are generally in the range between 0.85 to 0.9 for the near-surface values and between 0.8 to 0.9 above the surface layer, and about 0.86 to 0.9 for the column averages, in excellent agreement with the column average MACR value shown in Plate 10. Generally, these values represent a highly absorbing aerosol. The surface stations at Goa and Dharwad also determined column average SSA to be about 0.9 from optical measurements, the only data we have at the source [Leon et al., this issue].

In view of the diverse sources and processes influencing the formation and evolution of continental aerosol, the narrow range (0.85 to 0.9) of the mean $\omega$ in Plate 10 is somewhat surprising. There are two plausible explanations. First, aerosol
Combustion sources are widespread (as opposed to being localized over few urban centers) and rather similar. Second, the persistence of the monsoon flow often results in the mixing and dispersion of this aerosol over large regions with little modification. A more direct piece of evidence for the narrow range can be found in the C-130 data shown Plates 7a–7c. The data obtained from the cross-equatorial gradient flight of C-130 show the boundary layer concentration of the total aerosol condensation nuclei concentration ("cold CN") along with the so-called "hot CN" (the aerosol CN left after heating it to 300°C). The hot CN is indicative of refractory material (soot, fly ash, and sea salt). The ambient and heated size distribution of this aged NIO aerosol showed little change (other than concentration) so that the variations in CN (and hot CN) are reflected in the aerosol scattering (and the absorption). While CN and hot CN decrease with latitude significantly, their ratio is nearly constant. The near constant ratio suggests that the aerosol characteristics (e.g., α) remain the same as the plume dilutes in time. The reason for this near constancy in the Northern Hemisphere hot CN/cold CN ratio is most likely that the black carbon aerosol component is first formed at high temperatures as primary particles upon which organics, sulfates, and other compounds later react or condense [Clarke et al., 1998]. Evidence for this is shown in Plates 7b and 7c, in which the size distributions of the hot CN and the cold CN are shown for a case in the Southern Hemisphere (Plate 7b) and one in the Northern Hemisphere (Plate 7c). After the nonrefractory material (e.g., sulfates, nitrates, and most organic carbon) is evaporated from the aerosol, the remaining particles are equal in number, but far smaller in size. The shift to smaller sizes is far less prominent for the NH aerosol, indicating a large refractory component. Because the total particle count is within 5% for the heated and the unheated scans, it is concluded that essentially all NH aerosols have a primary, refractory component consisting of soot or perhaps fly ash that amounts to 10–20% of the aerosol mass. The much smaller size and negligible associated mass of the SH refractory component found here is presumed to reflect incomplete volatilization of the aerosol due possibly to pyrolysis of surface films, submicrometer sea salt, and/or other trace contaminants.

6. Success of the MACR Integration

The ultimate test of MACR is its ability to simulate the observations. It agrees with the observed spectral dependence of the aerosol optical depth (S99), the growth of the aerosol with humidity (Plate 11), the observed scattering and absorbing coefficients at the surface in KCO, and the column averaged ω (Plate 10). It simulates the broadband and spectral solar irradiance at the surface and the TOA under a variety of conditions.
aerosol conditions within a few percent [S99; Podgorny et al., 2000; Conant, 2000]. At KCO, 12 independent radiometers covering the entire solar spectrum were deployed to validate MACR predictions for τν ranging from 0.05 to 0.9. Plate 12 shows a comparison of the observed and the modeled global (direct solar plus diffuse sky radiation) radiation (Plate 12a) and diffuse radiation (Plate 12b) for the 0.4 to 0.7 μm region. The agreement between the MACR and the observed values is well within the instrumental standard error of about 5 to 10 W m⁻². For the integrated 0.3 to 4 μm broadband irradiances measured by a pyranometer and a thermistor bolometer [Valero et al., 1999], MACR agreed within 1–1.5% of the observed values. In addition, the modeled clear-sky TOA albedo values have been compared with the measured albedos by the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) [Weilicki et al., 1996] radiation budget instrument on board the Tropical Rainfall Mapping Mission satellite. Again, the model agrees with the observed values to within 2% (S99).

Next, the radiances computed from MACR were used to develop an algorithm for retrieving τν from the NOAA advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) in the 0.63 μm spectral region. As shown by Rajeev et al. [2000] and Rajeev and Ramanathan [2001], the collocated τν between the retrieved and the measured values from Sun photometers at KCO and R/V Sagar Kanya agreed within the instrumental error of about ±0.03. Lastly, the MACR values for the TOA and surface aerosol forcing agree with the observed values [Satheesh and Ramanathan, 2000, hereafter referred to as SR] within 10%.

7. Aerosol Direct Forcing in Cloudy Skies

In this section we consider the direct forcing due to all aerosols, including natural and anthropogenic. The term “cloudy skies” refers to average conditions with a mixture of clear and overcast portions of the sky. The starting point for the analyses is SR’s clear-sky aerosol direct forcing efficiency, f = ΔF/Δτν, the rate of change of forcing per unit increase in τν.

SR used simultaneous clear-sky solar irradiance observations at the surface and TOA and τν for the KCO location, and demonstrated that the TOA f is f(T) ≈ −25 W m⁻² and at the surface, f(S) ≈ −75 W m⁻². The atmospheric forcing efficiency, f(A) = f(T) − f(S), is positive, and thus aerosol solar absorption is the reason for f(S)/f(T) > 1. We checked the validity of SR’s f values for the rest of the INDOEX region by correlating the satellite CERES radiation budget data with the observed τν shown in Plate 5 for the entire tropical Indian Ocean [Rajeev and Ramanathan, 2001]. For the entire tropical Indian Ocean, f(T) ≈ −22 W m⁻² (with a 1–σ spatial variation of 5 W m⁻²) compared to SR’s −25 W m⁻². About 50% of the difference is due to the larger domain of the satellite data, and the balance is due to reversions in CERES data since publication of SR’s paper. For f(S), C-130 radiometric data [Valero et al., 1999] confirmed SR’s value of −70 to −75 W m⁻². Reassured by this validation, we used SR’s values for f(S). We obtain clear-sky regional forcing as a function of latitude and longitude by multiplying the observed f(T) [= −22 W m⁻²], f(S) [= −72 W m⁻²], and f(A) [= 50 W m⁻²] with the τν shown in Plate 5.

For absorbing aerosols, it is well known [Penner et al., 1992; Haywood and Shine, 1997; Kaufman et al., 1998] that f(T) can change sign from cooling (negative) under clear skies to a large net heating for overcast skies. This effect is important only for low clouds [Kaufman et al., 1998] below 3 km for INDOEX aerosols since the bulk of the aerosol is below this level (Plate 9). Because of this dependence on the low cloud fraction, and since low clouds have significant spatial (Plate 2) and temporal variations, the direct forcing for cloudy skies has to be determined regionally as a function of latitude and longitude. This would not have been possible without the integrated INDOEX data set. We use the observed forcing for clear skies and estimate the direct forcing for cloud-covered regions with MACR and weight the two with observed clear and cloud fraction, respectively. For these estimates, MACR employed in situ data for cloud thickness (1 km) and vertical location (0.5 km for cloud base and 1.5 km for cloud top), and the results described in the next section for cloud optical depth and effective drop diameter. Because of the strong diurnal variation of low clouds, we adopt the geostationary METEOSAT satellite data to obtain cloud cover. The average NIO diurnal mean low cloud cover we retrieve is 29% (diurnal average cover), but the average cloud cover can be as low as 15% (depending on the threshold temperature we use to distinguish clear from cloudy pixels in the satellite radiances). Given the present limitations of the available satellite data (the 5 km resolution of the METEOSAT is one limitation; the AVHRR has 1 km resolution, but it does not have the diurnal sampling capability), it is difficult to determine the low cloud cover more accurately. This twofold (15–29%) uncertainty in the satellite-retrieved low cloud fraction is the largest source of error in the cloudy-sky forcing estimates.

We will begin with the regionally averaged aerosol (natural plus anthropogenic) direct radiative forcing, shown in Plate 13. The grid values of τν (Plate 5) and cloud fraction (Plate 2) are adopted to obtain the results presented here. The forcing is first estimated as a function of latitude and longitude (from the τν and cloud fraction shown in Plates 5 and 2, respectively) from which the regional averages shown in Plate 13 are obtained. We account for the significant diurnal variations in cloud cover but ignore its day-to-day variation. The regionally averaged northern Indian Ocean (0°N to 20°N) (NIO) values for the TOA forcing [F(T)] due to the direct effect is −7 ± 1 W m⁻² (Plate 13a) for clear skies. For cloudy skies the TOA direct forcing ranges from −0 to −4 W m⁻², with a mean of −2 W m⁻². Inclusion of clouds introduces a net heating of about 5 W m⁻² (difference between clear- and cloudy-sky forcing) largely because of the aerosol absorption of the reflected radiation from clouds. Roughly 50% of the ±2 W m⁻² estimated error in the cloudy-sky direct forcing is due to the uncertainty in cloud fraction; about 25% is due to the uncertainty in vertical profile of aerosols, and the balance of 25% is due to the uncertainty in clear-sky forcing. The plate also shows the forcing for the surface [F(S)] and the atmosphere [F(A)]. In summary, the TOA, the atmosphere, and the surface forcing values are F(T) = −2 ± 2.0 W m⁻²; F(A) = 18 ± 3 W m⁻²; and F(S) = −20 ± 3 W m⁻², respectively. The cloudy-sky surface direct forcing is a factor of 10 larger than the TOA forcing, as opposed to a factor of 3 for clear skies (SR). About 60% of the large atmospheric forcing F(A) is due to soot, and the balance is due to fly ash, dust, and water vapor absorption of the radiation scattered by aerosols.

Aerosols also absorb and emit infrared radiation. Their importance for the INDOEX region has been estimated using a model similar to that presented by Lubin et al. [1996]. Their model was modified to include INDOEX aerosols and is used in this study. The NIO averaged TOA IR aerosol forcing for
cloudy skies is 1.3 W m\(^{-2}\) at TOA and 5.3 W m\(^{-2}\) at the surface, such that the atmosphere is subject to a net cooling of -4.3 W m\(^{-2}\). Thus they offset some of the solar forcing. Roughly 90% of the TOA IR forcing and 75% of the surface IR forcing are due to natural aerosols. The larger sea-salt and dust particles are more effective in their interaction with IR than the smaller anthropogenic particles.

8. Forcing Due to the First Indirect Effect

The C-130 data clearly demonstrated [Heymsfield and McFarquhar, this issue; McFarquhar and Heymsfield, this issue] that the polluted clouds have \(N_a\) (aerosol number density in particle sizes larger than 50 nm diameter) exceeding 1500 particles cm\(^{-3}\), about the same average liquid water content, LWC \(\sim 0.15\) g m\(^{-3}\), more cloud drops, \(N_c \sim 315\) cm\(^{-3}\), and smaller effective drop radii, \(R_e \leq 6\) \(\mu\)m, compared with the pristine clouds \(\{N_a \leq 500; N_c = 90\) cm\(^{-3}\); \(R_e \geq 7.5\) \(\mu\)m\). The mean cloud base vertical velocity was about the same between the polluted and the pristine clouds, thus enabling the identification of the anthropogenic effect. The observed effect is captured in MACR through a composite scheme (described in detail in Appendix A) which relates the effective radius of cloud drops and the number density of cloud drops to \(N_a\). Plates 14a and 14b compare this composite scheme with observed values. The three INDOEX points shown in Plates 14a and 14b are averages for the pristine \((N_a \leq 500\) cm\(^{-3}\)); the so-called transition \((500 \leq N_a \leq 1500\) cm\(^{-3}\)), and the polluted \((N_a \geq 1500\) cm\(^{-3}\)) cases. Each of these points is an average over 10,000 clouds sampled during 18 C-130 flights from 15°N to about 8°S. The horizontal bar shows the range of aerosol concentrations over which the data were averaged. The absolute accuracy of the cloud drop number density measurement is about 15%. The standard deviations of \(N_c\) in each of these ranges are large (as expected): 85 cm\(^{-3}\) for pristine; 135 cm\(^{-3}\) for transition, and 197 cm\(^{-3}\) for the polluted case. However, given the large number of clouds sampled, the standard error is expected to be much smaller than the above standard deviation. We estimate that the overall standard error in the averages shown in Plate 14 is about 25% or less [Heymsfield and McFarquhar, this issue; McFarquhar and Heymsfield, this issue]. The composite scheme is in agreement with the observed \(N_c\). With respect to \(R_e\), the observations seem to saturate around \(N_a\) of about 1500, whereas the predicted ones do not saturate until an \(N_a\) of about 2000. As a result, the predicted \(R_e\) for the larger \(N_a\) are smaller by about 10\% (or 0.5 \(\mu\)m in radius). Plates 14c and 14d show the computed relationship between \(\tau_a\) and \(N_a\) (Plate 14c) and between \(\tau_c\), the cloud optical depth at 0.5 \(\mu\)m, and \(\tau_a\) (Plate 14d). We use this plate...
in conjunction with the regional distribution of $\tau_a$ (shown in Plate 5) to estimate the cloud optical depth for low clouds as a function of longitude and latitude. These values are employed in MACR to estimate the forcing due to the first indirect effect.

The first step is to estimate the $N_a$ and $\tau_a$ for the NIO without any anthropogenic influence, i.e., the background natural aerosol over the tropical Indian ocean, subject to the continental outflow. If we adopt the result given in section 4 for the anthropogenic contribution of 80% to the column aerosol optical depth, we obtain the background $\tau_a$ to be 0.06 (20% of the 0.3 mean value for the NIO, shown in Plate 13). From Plate 14c this leads to a background $N_a$ of about 300 cm$^{-3}$. This is slightly smaller than the measured $N_a$ of about 350 cm$^{-3}$ south of the ITCZ (Plate 7). We adopt $\tau_a$ of 0.07 and $N_a$ of 350 cm$^{-3}$ for the background unpolluted NIO value. Inserting these in MACR with the regional distribution of $\tau_a$, $\tau_a$, and cloud fraction (including the diurnal variation of clouds) on a $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ (latitude, longitude) grid, we obtain for the regional average forcing due to the first indirect effect: TOA equal to $-5 \pm 2$ W m$^{-2}$; atmosphere equal to $1 \pm 0.5$ W m$^{-2}$; and surface equal to $-6 \pm 3$ W m$^{-2}$. The large error bars are due mostly to the uncertainties in the satellite-retrieved cloud fraction. We first note that the TOA negative forcing due to the indirect effect is the same magnitude but opposite in sign to the positive forcing due to the direct effect of clouds; i.e., clouds on the one hand decrease the negative direct forcing by 5 W m$^{-2}$ (from the clear-sky forcing of $-7$ to $-2$ W m$^{-2}$ in cloudy skies), while on the other hand they enhance the negative forcing by $-5$ W m$^{-2}$ through the first indirect effect. This important new result is largely because the absorbing aerosol layer is located within and above the tops of low clouds.

The latitudinal gradient of the sum of the direct and the first indirect forcing is shown in Plate 15. The aerosols introduce a large gradient in the solar heating, as shown in Plate 15. They exert a large positive 25 W m$^{-2}$ north-south gradient in the solar heating of the atmosphere between 25$^\circ$N and 25$^\circ$S, and a correspondingly large negative gradient in the ocean solar heating.

We will conclude the discussion on forcing with a few comments on its year-to-year variability. The forcing numbers discussed thus far are valid for the year 1999 and that too for January, February, and March. Plate 4 suggests significant interannual variability in the optical depths. We should caution against an overinterpretation of this plate, for the cruise each year was not identical nor were the sampling dates. Tanhkt [2001] uses 5-year AVHRR satellite data to obtain the following average $\tau_a$ (for January-February-March averages) for the northern Indian Ocean from 0$^\circ$N to 30$^\circ$N: 0.25 (1996); 0.29 (1997); 0.26 (1998); 0.27 (1999); and 0.25 (2000). Clearly, the NIO average forcing shown here is representative of the average forcing. However, the

![Plate 14. Comparison of the composite scheme with INDOEX in-cloud aircraft observations. (top left) Plot of $R_e$ against $N_a$. In this and the other panels the horizontal bars are not error bars. Data have been binned within the $N_a$ range shown by the horizontal bar, and averaged over several thousand points. (top right) Cloud drop number density $N_c$ versus the aerosol number density $N_a$. (bottom left) Aerosol visible optical depth $\tau_a$ versus $N_a$. (bottom right) Cloud visible optical depth $\tau_c$ versus $\tau_a$.](image)
variability depends on the spatial scale. For example, at KCO the 1999 values were higher than the 1998 and the 2000 $\tau_o$ values by about 40–50%. Thus the regional values shown here (e.g., Plate 15) may have significant interannual variability.

9. Second Indirect and Semidirect Effects

For the second indirect effect and the semidirect effect we rely on a three-dimensional eddy resolving trade cumulus model described by Ackerman et al. [2000]. Two independent model studies [Ackerman et al., 2000; Kiehl et al., 1999] of the INDOEX soot heating show that it leads to a reduction in the trade cumuli prevalent over the tropical oceans. Ackerman et al. [2000] insert the INDOEX aerosol with soot and estimate the forcing for various cloud drop concentrations (their Plate 5). We adopt here their simulations for $N_c$ (cloud drop number density) of 90 cm$^{-3}$ (pristine) and 315 cm$^{-3}$ (polluted), consistent with the composite indirect effect scheme shown in Plate 15.

Plate 15. Latitudinal variation of the aerosol radiative forcing. Includes both natural and anthropogenic aerosols. The values have been averaged over ocean with respect to longitude from 40°E to 100°E.

Plate 16. Regional average anthropogenic aerosol climate forcing for NIO (0° to 20°N; 40° to 100°E). The top panel shows the forcing at TOA, and the bottom panel shows it at the surface. The difference between the TOA and the surface forcing yields the atmospheric forcing. The uncertainty for each of the forcing values is the same as in Plate 13. The mean for the individual forcing terms should lie within the gray shaded region.
Plate 13. The inclusion of soot heating (semidirect effect) reduces the low cloud fraction by about 0.04 (day-night average). The TOA forcing due to this increase is about $+4 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ (day-night average). Their model also shows that addition of cloud drops (due to second indirect effect) enhances cloud lifetime, which in turn increases the low cloud fraction by about 2% and a forcing of $-2 \text{ W m}^{-2}$. Given our poor knowledge of how the various uncertainties accumulate, we prefer not to attribute an overall uncertainty range to the total forcing (shown in the last column of Plate 16).

10. Anthropogenic Aerosol Forcing

As described earlier, the unpolluted $\tau_a$ is taken to be 0.07. In addition to the direct and the first indirect effect, we also include the second indirect effect and the semidirect effect. Lastly, we also include the IR forcing. The individual forcing values are shown in Plate 16. Furthermore, given the large uncertainty and the opposing signs of the various effects, we do not give a mean value, but instead show a gray shaded region that must contain the mean value. The clear-sky TOA forcing is $-5 \text{ W m}^{-2}$, but the enhanced aerosol solar absorption in cloudy regions cancels out as much as 3 to 5 $\text{ W m}^{-2}$. Thus the TOA direct effect ($+0.5$ to $-2.5 \text{ W m}^{-2}$) is a small difference between two large numbers. The surface forcing, however, is as large as $-14$ to $-18 \text{ W m}^{-2}$. The other terms shown in Plate 16 have been described earlier. In view of the large uncertainty in the satellite-retrieved low cloud cover and the competing nature of the various aerosol forcing terms, the total aerosol forcing is not shown in Plate 16. The regional distribution of the direct plus the first indirect forcing is shown in Plate 17. The solar heating of the eastern Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal is reduced by as much as 20 to 30 $\text{ W m}^{-2}$ (about 15%). The TOA forcing peaks in the cloudy and polluted Bay of Bengal region, with values between $-6$ and $-15 \text{ W m}^{-2}$.

11. Discussion: Climate and Environmental Effects

It is generally believed [IPCC, 1995] that the TOA forcing determines global average surface temperature change. This paradigm is appropriate for greenhouse gases and for primarily scattering aerosols such as sulfates. For the absorbing aerosols, however, since the surface and atmospheric forcing can be factors of 3 to 10 larger and of opposite signs, we need to carefully examine the effects (regionally first and then globally) with three-dimensional climate models. As we discuss next, the most important effect of these aerosols may be on the hydrological cycle and the atmospheric circulation.

The seasonal and NIO averaged surface forcing of $-20 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ is large compared with the downward heat fluxes into the ocean. It is about 15% of the naturally occurring wintertime solar heating of NIO [Oberhuber, 1988] and about the same magnitude as the net downward heat flux into the ocean of 30 to 50 $\text{ W m}^{-2}$. Even if we make the extreme assumption that the aerosol forcing is zero during the other 9 months, the annual mean forcing of the aerosols is still about 4% of the total solar heating of the ocean and about 20% of the net heat flux into the NIO. In this context, it is intriguing that a recent study of world ocean surface temperatures [Levitus et al., 2000] has shown that the NIO is one of the few regions without a decadal warming trend in the recent past, while the SIO, the Atlantic, and the Pacific were subject to a significant warming trend during the last 50 years. The surface forcing can also impact the hydrological cycle. Roughly 80% of the net radiative heating of the tropical oceans is balanced by evaporation [Oberhuber, 1988]. If 80% of the $-20 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ is balanced by reduced evaporation, it would constitute a 15% reduction in the wintertime evaporation of about 100 $\text{ W m}^{-2}$ or a 5% reduction in the annual mean evaporation. Ultimately, the decreased evaporation must lead to decreased tropical rainfall, thus perturbing the water budget. In addition, reduction in rainfall is equivalent to a reduction in the latent heat released to the middle and upper troposphere with implications for the lapse rate and the Hadley and Walker circulations.

We describe next another potentially new effect of aerosols on climate. The atmospheric forcing of about 15 $\text{ W m}^{-2}$ is equivalent to a heating rate of about 0.4 K/day for the 0 to 3 km layer and is about 50% of the climatological solar heating of this region. Furthermore, the heating rate increases from about less than 0.1 to 0.8 K/day over South Asia (Plate 18), forming a diabatic heating pattern asymmetric with respect to the equator and concentrated north of ITCZ. For comparison, the midtropospheric heating anomaly during El Niño events is nearly symmetric around the equator with its local maximum reaching up to 2.0 K/day south of the ITCZ [Nigam et al., 2000]. What is the impact of the unique heating perturbation shown in Plate 18 on the atmospheric general circulation?

We made a preliminary assessment of such an impact with Version 3 of the Community Climate Model (CCM3) [Kiehl et al., 1998]. Eighty-four years of the CCM3 “control run” were contrasted to 30 years of the model “experiments,” each with the same prescribed climatological seasonal cycle of sea surface temperatures. In the experiment we applied the radiative heating increase in the levels below 700 mbar, which roughly correspond to the first 3 km above the surface. The surface solar flux is reduced with the ratio $R, F(S)/F(A)$, to be $-1.5$. This ratio approximates the clear-sky direct forcing at the surface (see Plate 13). The imposed heating varied temporally starting from zero in October; increased linearly to the peak value in March; and was restricted to NIO and the south Asian region with a smooth transition to zero outside this domain (Plate 19a) to prevent numerical “shocks.” Plate 19 depicts the difference between the mean of control run and the mean of experiment both averaged for the months of January, February, March, and April. Plates 19b and 19c show the computed changes in temperatures and precipitation as an example of the nature and magnitude of the calculated changes.

The low-level air temperature $T$ increases by about 0.5 to 1.5 K where the aerosol heating was imposed (Plate 19b). The warming also extended beyond the domain of the aerosol heating, in a southwest to northeast direction from the southern Indian Ocean to east Asia. However, the surface over South Asia cooled (not shown), but the magnitude was strongly dependent on the ratio $R$. For a ratio of 1.5, as in this plate (appropriate for clear skies), the surface cooled by as much as 1 K, while for a ratio of about 1.0 (similar to cloudy-sky values), the cooling was a factor of 2 to 3 smaller. The low-level heating enhances the rising motion locally. The dynamical response to this low-level heating is to enhance moist convection and strengthen the rainfall along the ITCZ (see the red shaded Indian Ocean region in Plate 19c) by as much as 15 to 30%. Since the rising air has to sink elsewhere, the subsidence increases away from the region of enhanced precipitation and leads to decreased rainfall north (in the Arabian Sea) and...
south (over the western Indian Ocean) of the region of positive rainfall.

The enhanced ITCZ precipitation over the Indian Ocean also perturbs the east-west Walker circulation, which results in alternating patterns of suppressed rainfall over the western Pacific (see the negative rainfall regime over the tropical western Pacific) and enhanced rainfall over the eastern Pacific (not shown). This remote teleconnection between the west Pacific, the east Pacific, and the Indian Ocean rainfall is well known and well studied as part of the El Niño problem [Rasmussen and Carpenter, 1983]. Because of a decrease in the low-level wind, surface evaporation over the NIO decreased by 10 to 20\,W\,m^{-2}, balancing more than 50\% of the negative aerosol surface forcing (Plate 16b). These results have significant implications for global climate change and variability, particularly since absorbing aerosols are found in other regions of the world as well [see Penner et al., 1992; Kaufman et al., 1998].

In addition to perturbing the averaged forcing of the NIO, the aerosols perturb the interhemispheric heating gradients in the oceans in major ways. The climatological wintertime Indian Ocean solar heating varies from about 175\,W\,m^{-2} north of 15°N to about 225\,W\,m^{-2} south of 15°S [Oberhuber, 1988]. The 50\,W\,m^{-2} latitudinal heating gradient should be compared with that of the surface aerosol forcing which varies from about −25\,W\,m^{-2} north of 15°N to −2\,W\,m^{-2} south of 10°S. This gradient, which (in addition to salinity gradients) is one of the driving forces for the thermohaline circulation, is enhanced by about 50\%.

We should also consider the ecosystem impacts since 70\% of the surface forcing is concentrated in the photosynthetically

Plate 17. Regional distribution of the aerosol climate forcing for January–March 1999 at TOA (top panel) and at the surface (bottom panel).
active UV and visible part of the solar spectrum [Meywerk and Ramanathan, 1999; Conant, 2000]. Since the percentage reduction in the UV and the visible region is as large as 10% to 20%, effects on terrestrial and marine biological productivity need to be examined. For example, Chameides et al. [1999] indicates that the haze-induced reduction of sunlight by about 10% can significantly reduce wheat and rice productivity in China. Increased aerosol concentration can also suppress precipitation from low clouds [Albrecht, 1989]. This effect together with the soot effect on burning low clouds [Ackerman et al., 2000] can decrease significantly the wet removal of aerosols and potentially accelerate the increase in the thickness of the haze in the future.

The present findings can also have global implications. The large surface forcing and the atmospheric heating require absorbing aerosols with \( \omega \leq 0.95 \) and \( \tau_a \geq 0.2 \). Large surface forcing values similar to those shown here were found in the northern Atlantic off the East Coast of the United States [Hignett et al., 1999]. Second, absorbing aerosols with \( \omega \) of 0.9 are typical of aerosols resulting from biomass burning [Kaufman et al., 1998]. As described by Andreae and Crutzen [1997], biomass burning was practiced in almost all the populated regions and is still practiced in many parts of the tropics and subtropics. Third, ice core data have revealed that soot concentrations have tripled between the 1850s to 1970s in western Europe [Lavanchy et al., 1999], thus suggesting that absorbing aerosols such as those found in INDOEX were more prevalent in Europe and possibly North America at least until the 1970s. Lastly, electron microscopic images and particle analysis (Figure 1) show that the soot lodged in submicron sulfate and organic aerosols is transported as far south as 6°S, providing evidence that these particles survive in the atmosphere for more than a week, the transport time from South Asia to the ITCZ. Furthermore, peak concentrations of soot can extend up to 3 km (Plate 9; also see the soot layer extending to cloud tops in Plate 1). Forward trajectories (see a few samples of 7-day back trajectories in Plate 1) indicate that the air masses between 500 mbar (shown in Plate 1) and 700 mbar in the tropical Indian Ocean [Krishnamurti et al., 1998] can travel within a week to as far away as mid-Pacific to North America. Thus the absorbing aerosols may extend far beyond the source regions.

The aerosol effects on climate can be large and complex involving many components of the global system. The INDOEX campaign has successfully demonstrated that an integrated observing system that combines in situ determination of the physico-chemical properties at the particles scale up to the synoptic scale with satellite measurements of the entire ocean basin and models of the chemical-physical-dynamical system can answer fundamental questions such as, What is the impact of developing nations in South Asia on regional and global radiation balance and climate? Advances in observing systems, information technology, modeling, and collaboration across disciplinary and national boundaries were the recipes that contributed to this success.

Appendix A: The Composite First Indirect Effect Scheme Adopted in MACR

The aerosol indirect effect is difficult to quantify as it depends on the interactions between aerosols, CCN, and cloud properties which are poorly understood [Jones et al., 1994; Heintzenberg et al., 1997]. Many attempts have been made since the 1990s to tackle this problem [Jones et al., 1994; Meehl et al., 1996; Jones and Slingo, 1996; Kogan et al., 1996; Chuang et al., 1997; Le Treut et al., 1998; Han et al., 1998; Brenguier et al., 2000]. For our composite scheme we adopt a more detailed approach to estimate the anthropogenic indirect aerosol forcing from combined surface, aircraft, and satellite observations.

Two fundamental relationships characterize the indirect effect: the dependence of \( N_e \) on \( N_s \); and the dependence of effective radii \( R_e \) on \( N_s \). These parameters in turn depend on the vertical velocity \( W \), the cloud liquid water content \( L \), and the chemical composition of aerosol concentration (which influences the CCN activation spectra). The vertical velocity and the CCN supersaturation spectrum regulate the supersaturation \( S \), which determines the number of activated CCN; in addition, \( W \) plays some role in determining \( L \). Entrainment

Plate 18. The 3-month (and diurnal) mean heating rate averaged between the surface and 3 km, due to anthropogenic aerosols. The ocean values were obtained from the integrated observations, while the land values were obtained from the 4-D assimilation model of Collins et al. [2001].
Plate 19. Difference (experiment – control run): (a) short-wave radiative heating at 850 mbar, (b) air temperature at 850 mbar, and (c) precipitation. The “control run” was generated from NCAR/CCM3 (atmospheric model) with the interactive land surface model and with the climatological seasonal cycle of observed SSTs. The January–April average is taken here of the difference between 30 years of experiment and 84 years of control run. In the experiment, INDOEX aerosol climate forcing of “best-guessed” ideal pattern was applied to the period between October and May. This additional forcing consists of low-level atmospheric heating and surface solar-flux reduction, in which the ratio $R$, $F(S)/F(A)$, is about −1.5. In another experiment (not shown) where $R \sim −1.0$, air temperature change at 850 mbar is somewhat less, but the precipitation change remains largely unchanged.
and cloud thickness, two macroscopic parameters of cloud dynamics, also govern \( L \). As shown by Heymsfield and McFarquhar [this issue] and McFarquhar and Heymsfield [this issue] (hereafter referred to as HM and MH, respectively), the mean and median \( W, L, \) and cloud width \( \Delta x \), while undergoing significant cloud-to-cloud variability, was about the same between the northern and southern tropical Indian Ocean and between polluted and pristine conditions. HM and MH use the long transequatorial gradient flights to bin the aircraft data as follows: pristine, \( N_u \leq 500 \) (cm\(^{-3}\)); polluted, \( N_u \geq 1500 \) cm\(^{-3}\); and transition region, 500 cm\(^{-3}\) < \( N_u \leq 1500 \) cm\(^{-3}\). For all these three regimes the median values were \( W \approx 0.4 \) m s\(^{-1}\); \( L \approx 0.15 \) g m\(^{-3}\); and \( \Delta x \approx 300 \) m. This remarkable similarity enabled MH and HM to discern the indirect effect from the data and parameterize it.

Numerous attempts [Taylor and McHaffie, 1994; Martin et al., 1994; Snider and Brenguier, 2000] have been made to characterize the indirect effect from aircraft data collected over the Atlantic (mostly) and the eastern Pacific. Our scheme is based on the conclusions of these earlier aircraft studies: First is the Martin et al. [1994] study which includes a comprehensive set of data from the British meteorological services C-130 data from the eastern Pacific, the South Atlantic, the subtropical Atlantic, and the British Isles. These data reveal that \( N_c \) and \( N_u \) are correlated in a statistically significant manner. Second is the Snider and Brenguier [2000] ACE 2 study, which concludes that Twomey’s [1977] theoretical expressions relating droplet concentrations based on updraft velocity and the CCN activation spectrum are consistent with direct observations. Next is the finding of several studies [e.g., Martin et al., 1994; Taylor and McHaffie, 1994; MH] that the effective cloud drop radius is related to \( L \) and \( N_c \) in a predictable manner. We follow the approach proposed in these studies, which is to relate \( R_e \) in terms of \( L \) and \( N_c \) [e.g., see Martin et al., 1994, equation (11)] and to relate \( N_c \) in terms of \( N_u \), the supersaturation \( S \), and the vertical velocity \( W \). The composite INDOEX scheme described here adopts the MH parameterization for \( R_e \) and a combination of CCN spectra measured at KCO and aircraft data for \( N_u \), \( L \), and \( \Delta Z \) (cloud thickness). The resulting scheme is tested against the binned data presented by HM and then compared with data from other field studies.

The scheme accounts for the following measurements: (1) CCN spectra measured at KCO from 0.1 to 1%; (2) the dependence of the supersaturation on aerosol concentration as measured from aircraft; (3) the microphysical data reported by HM for pristine and heavily and moderately polluted conditions; and (4) the dependence of effective radii on cloud drop number concentration as reported by MH.

Unless otherwise stated, all of the values and functional relationships described below are valid only in the following range:

\[
300 \text{ cm}^{-3} \leq N_u \leq 2000 \text{ cm}^{-3}.
\]

At KCO, cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at different applied water vapor supersaturations (0.1 to 1%) were measured along with simultaneous determinations of the aerosol size distributions in the particle diameter range from 10 to 500 nm [Cantrell et al., 2000, this issue]. The cloud condensation nuclei measurements were made with a cloud condensation nucleus counter, while the aerosol size spectrum was derived with a scanning mobility particle sizer as described by Ji et al. [1998]. The CCN spectra [Cantrell et al., 2000, this issue] which fits the power law assumed in most studies [e.g., Twomey, 1977; Snider and Brenguier, 2000; HM]

\[
\text{CCN} = CS^k \quad k = 0.76. \tag{A1}
\]

The parameter \( S \) is the water vapor supersaturation in percent, and the parameter \( C \), by definition, is the CCN for \( S = 1\% \) which increases with the aerosol concentration as \( N_u^\alpha \), with \( n = 1.16 \) yielding the best fit. The value of \( k = 0.76 \) is in excellent agreement with the average value of 0.8 reported for ACE 2 by Snider and Brenguier [2000]. Upon combining this dependence of \( C \) (CCN at \( S = 1\% \)) on \( N_u \) with (A1), we obtain a power law relationship: \( \text{CCN} = bN_u^\alpha S^k \), where \( b \) is a constant. However, when we fit this equation with the KCO CCN data, we find that \( n = 1.25 \) gives the best fit for \( S < 0.5\% \) and \( n = 1.16 \) for \( S \geq 0.5\% \). This empirical dependence of \( n \) on \( S \) may be simply due to the measurement uncertainty in CCN (about 40\%), \( N_u \) (about 20\%), and \( S \) (not quantified yet) or poorly understood microphysical processes. Since the effective in-cloud \( S \) is less than or equal to 0.3\%, we adopt the following equation:

\[
\text{CCN} = 0.12N_u^{1.25}[S/0.3]^{0.76} \quad \text{for} \quad S \leq 0.3\% \quad \text{and} \quad 300 \leq N_u \leq 2000 \text{ cm}^{-3}. \tag{A2}
\]

Plate A1 compares the CCN predicted by (A2) with Cantrell et al.’s [2000, this issue] observed CCN for \( S = 0.5\% \) from R/V Ron Brown (for the entire cruise shown in Plate 2a) along with KCO data. Equation (A2) is shown for both \( n = 1.16 \) and 1.25, and the two curves capture the observed CCN. We show both values of \( n \), since \( n \approx 1.16 \) for \( S = 1\% \) and is about 1.25 for \( S \leq 0.3\% \), with a value somewhere in between for \( S = 0.5\% \). Since we use in situ data, the equation accounts for the possibility of some fraction of the aerosol being hydrophobic depending on the fraction of anthropogenic and natural aerosols. Modeling of the cloud activation process using the supersaturation spectra from KCO or (A2) indicates that cloud droplet concentrations should be significantly elevated over “clean region” clouds, as indeed was found to be the case from measurements made aboard the NCAR C-130.

The effective supersaturation that explains the observed (averaged) \( N_c \) [Hudson and Yum, 1997, 1999] is 0.1–0.2% for the pristine case (\( N_u \leq 500 \) and about 0.05% for the most polluted case (\( N_u > 1500 \)). Entrainment, which plays an important role in limiting \( N_c \), does not enter explicitly in our scheme, but is implicitly factored into the inferred value of effective supersaturation. The inverse correlation between \( S \) and \( N_u \) is predicted by Twomey’s [1977] theory (the equation is given later in this section) and has also been observed by other field studies (see summary in the work of Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts [2000]). It arises from the fact that as more drops are nucleated, the vapor supply is depleted, and as a result, \( S \) is reduced. In order to account for this, we let \( S \) vary with \( N_u \) as follows:

\[
S = 0.18 \exp \left(-6.5 \times 10^{-4}N_u\right) \quad 300 \leq N_u \leq 2000. \tag{A3}
\]

Thus, given \( N_u \), we can estimate the CCN from (A2) and (A3). Only a fraction \( f \) of the CCN become cloud drops. We adopt the aircraft data reported by McFarquhar and Heymsfield [this issue] and by Hudson and Yum [1997, 1999], which indicate that \( f = 1 \) for pristine conditions (\( N_u \leq 300 \)) and for larger values of \( N_u \) the observed \( N_c \) was about 0.8 of CCN. The following equation accounts for this behavior:
The next parameter we need is the effective radius $R_e$, defined as follows:

$$R_e = \int \frac{R^3 n(R) \, dR}{\int R^2 n(R) \, dR}.$$

We use the parameterization developed by MH, who in turn follow Martin et al. [1994] for obtaining $R_e$ from aircraft data. Martin et al. express $R_e$ in terms of $L$ and $N_c$:

$$R_e = \left( \frac{3L}{4\pi K N_c} \right)^{1/3},$$

where MH obtain the following $K$ values from INDOEX data: $K = 0.83$ for pristine clouds ($N_a \approx 500$); and $K = 0.73$ for heavily polluted clouds ($N_a \approx 1500$). The factor $K$ accounts for the deviation from monodisperse (all drops having the same radius) size distributions. It can easily be shown from (A5) or (A6) that $K = 1$ for monodispersed distributions. With estimates for $N_c$, $R_e$, and $N_a$ we can calculate, using MACR, the cloud optical depth and radiative forcing, provided we know $L$, cloud base altitude $Z_p$, and cloud thickness $\Delta Z$. Following HM, we adopt $L = 0.15$ g m$^{-2}$; $Z_p = 600$ m; and $\Delta Z = 300$ m. The $N_a$ values at cloud base are used for (A2) and (A4). Using the vertical distribution of aerosols shown in Plate 9, the relationships between the various parameters as obtained by MACR are shown in Plate 14. Typically, two types of aerosol vertical distributions were observed (Plates 9a and 9b): one in which the aerosol layer is concentrated in the boundary layer (Plate 9a) and another in which an elevated layer is observed near 3 km (Plate 9b). The elevated aerosol vertical structure was also observed over India (from an INDOEX lidar in Goa) containing half or more of the total aerosol extinction. Because of uncertainties in the actual data, we do not use the actual values in Plate 9, but normalize the value at each altitude with $\tau_a$ (obtained from vertically integrating the profile) and then multiply it with the $\tau_a$ from Plate 5. We include both the profiles shown in Plates 9a and 9b, weighting our forcing estimates with the frequency of occurrence, $2/3$ for the elevated layer aerosol profile and $1/3$ for the boundary layer aerosol profile.

The cloud fractions are retrieved from METEOSAT data (IR brightness temperature). In general, the atmospheric conditions are classified into eight as follows: clear sky; clear sky with cirrus; broken low clouds; broken low clouds with cirrus; low clouds; low clouds with cirrus; anvils; and deep cumulus. The eight categories are subgrouped into three: clear sky; total low clouds; and high clouds. We used three types of sky conditions, specifically, clear skies, low clouds (including cirrus), and convective clouds including anvils.
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